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Michelle Chafin
Ex Airforce Engineer and Pilot. Worked as a
Change Facilitator on restructuring several
areas of the Royal Australian Air Force – he
was involved in the Commercial Support
Program from the start. Glenn has 20 + years
experience working with business owners
and managers at Curtin Centre for
Entrepreneurship. He developed the
financial dashboards for business owners so
they could have a visual ‘helicopter view’ on
what key areas they needed to focus on.
Glenn’s worked with over 1500 business
leaders on all areas of the business’s
operations. The workshops he has delivered
over 15 years include Systems Development
and Process Improvements | People
Management and Financial Dashboards.

Marketing and Sales experience with large
organisations and medium sized businesses.
Michelle has a degree in Marketing and
Management and a passion and creative flare
for identifying innovative ways of attracting
clients to further a business’s growth. She brings
energy to program design and delivery, and
her coaching style teaches businesses and
their leadership team, how to build powerful
relationships, that will attract the ideal clients
(internal and external). Michelle is a visionary
leader and introduces businesses to new
technology to develop their team. Michelle
also brings a wealth of knowledge in
Marketing Communications (using social
media and other mediums).

Let’s take a ‘journey’
together – one which
should convince you,
that developing Change
Agents in your business
is a critical priority.

Engine Room Business Innovation is passionate about supporting
businesses to develop Change Agents, and to start the journey, let’s
touch on some background information that has generated this passion …

We
Coach &
Facilitate

Background

We
Research
& Teach

We Study
Future
Trends

During 40+ years of combined
business coaching and
program facilitation – working
with over 1,500 business
leaders – we were hearing the
frustrations / stresses, which
were constraining business
growth.

Studying, and using, all
prominent personality profiling
tools – to understand
personality types – to teach
leaders to recognise and
overcome business challenges
to move the business forward.

Observing the rate of change
increasing due to many
external forces such as
technology, environmental,
legal – and observing business
leaders being overwhelmed
with increased complexity and
associated stresses.

Led us to Consider…

01
That many of the business
issues that we were
observing, although
different, shared many
similar characteristics …

02
So, we pondered – is there a
common ‘root cause’ for
many of these business
constraints …

And If there is a common
cause, then possibly a
common solution could be
found to remove the
business constraints?

Below are 3
representative Case
Studies

Case Studies

Case Study 1

Case Study 2

Case Study 3

Situation: Oil & Gas Engineering
Consultancy.
Need: Directors burnt out from
growing the business from zero to 100+
staff during the resources boom – now
want to step back.
Action Taken: Recruit a GM (friend of
one of the directors).
Challenge: GM is a high performing
project manager but doesn’t grasp the
broader GM functions. ‘Tide goes out’ Director’s become more stressed and
mental health decays.
Outcome: Five years pass and
eventually GM is moved on and it then
takes two years to recruit an MD.

Situation: Construction Engineering
Consultancy.
Need: GM offered to purchase business
from two Directors.
Action Taken: Approaches Senior
managers to take on minor
shareholding – both say yes.
Challenge: Senior engineer is a high
performer and critical to the business.
However, it has dawned on the GM that
his senior engineer does not have the
appetite or ability to be a shareholder.
Outcome: Purchasing process stalled –
GM recruits an additional engineer and
will need to wait 12+ months to test if
he has business partner qualities.

Situation: Several businesses.
Need: Have staff members that need to
take on more challenges and
responsibilities to enable the business
to grow.
Action Taken: Place on the Manager
Acceleration Program.
Challenge: The staff members don’t
have the required appetite to learn, nor
the desire to take on new challenges
and responsibilities.
Outcome: They don’t immerse
themselves in the program – avoid
online learning, miss some workshops
due to ‘busyness’, and don’t drive the
Business Improvement Project.

Root
Cause?
On reading the case studies, would you
consider there to be a possible common
‘root cause’ in all cases – one that is causing
a constraint to growth for all businesses?

Engine Room Business Innovation considers that
there is a common ‘root cause’ for all three case
study outcomes – being a lack of forward thinking
and planning to develop talented, motivated staff that
are capable taking the business to the next level.

Three significant
observations - synthesised
from many, many similar
case studies - was also
factored into the analysis.

Observations

Recruitment

01
Many businesses are
underperforming due to a lack of
leadership teamwork. The
leadership team’s decision making
is poor or delayed - due to a lack of
‘talent’, absence of a decisionmaking process, or breakdown of
trust.

Many businesses are not recruiting
and developing the ‘right people’.
They are recruiting to meet shortterm needs (to get the current job
done), and not looking deeply
enough for the ‘qualities’ in the
candidate which will enable them
to adapt and grow over the longer
term.

02

Many businesses are investing in
staff members as a reward for
loyalty, or in the hope that training
will fix/shift them from being ‘stuck’
in their current fixed position –
rather than investing in the high
potential staff that have the
‘qualities’ to keep growing beyond
their current role.

Based upon extensive
observations and research, a
major business constraint, that
impedes businesses from
growing, came clearly into focus
… a Lack of High Potentials

being Developed into
Change Agents.

Engine Room then undertook some Research and Development to
identify a solution … but firstly let’s clarify what Engine Room
defines is a Change Agent.

What is a
Change
Agent?
“All meaningful and lasting change starts first in your
imagination and then works its way out. Imagination is
more important than knowledge.”
Albert Einstein

Below are three major
‘observations’ that
describe a Change
Agent:

Change Agent

01

02

03

A Change Agent is an individual
who promotes and supports a
new way of doing something
within the business, whether
it's the introduction of a new
piece of equipment or
software, the use of a new
process, or the adoption of a
new management structure.

Change Agents are not limited

Effective Change Agents have
personality characteristics that
motivates and rewards them to
implement positive changes.
They may be high performers
in the business, but more
importantly they are high
potentials - demonstrating high
levels of learning agility.

to high-ranking employees. A
change agent can be a lower
tier worker with the right mix
of skills, characteristics
through the transformation
successfully. and authority to
shepherd others

What is a High Performer?

A Change Agent may
be a High Performer ...

High Performers are functional or technical experts in a defined area or function. They have a proven track record of
superior performance year after year.
The following characteristics are common:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are passionate about what they do
Love their role in the business and the contributions they make
Likely possess a depth of business knowledge
Are viewed as trusted resources within the business
Are widely recognised outside the business for their knowledge and expertise
Tend to be excellent at mentoring and developing people
Frequently do not aspire to broader management roles

What is a High Potential?

A Change Agent must
be a High Potential ...

High Potentials are people with some specific characteristics. Sure, they perform their jobs exceedingly well. They are
competent. They are dependable and reliable. They are motivated. They willingly volunteer to undertake new tasks and
projects. They go the extra mile. However, more importantly, they are agile learners – they like experimenting, trying
new things. They are highly curious.
Research suggests the following characteristics are common among
high potential employees:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Easily learn new tasks and functions
Enjoy and deal well with ambiguity and complexity
Don’t accept the status quo
Are impatient
Like to try new things, different approaches
Tend to push the envelope
Are willing to take the heat when things fail

What is the Difference?

Research suggests that only about 30% of high performers can be classified as high potentials.
The same study found that about 93% of high potentials perform at a high level.
Engagement

Both are vital for a business to grow and prosper.
However, their contributions – current and future – are quite different.

HiPo

High Potentials (HiPos) have:
•
•
•

Aspiration - the desire for more responsibilities and challenges.
Engagement - their emotional & rational commitment to remain in
the business and in challenging roles.
Ability - a combination of innate characteristics and learned skills.

Aspiration

Ability

Potential is a continuum
– from low to high –
below is a table
providing distinctions
for 3 levels of potential.

Levels of Potential
At Potential

ASPIRATION

ENGAGEMENT

ABILITY

Growth Potential

Can you identify
staff/colleagues
within each of the
3 levels of
potential?
High Potential

Employee’s stated aspirations are
aligned to the current scope and level
of his/her responsibility.

Aspires to advance his/her career and
assume greater scope and/or leadership
responsibility.

Aspires to have significantly more
challenging and/or leadership roles
longer term.

Their commitment shown to the
business is restricted to within the
scope of the job description, and their
energy level is stagnant or decreasing;
not looking for opportunities to
understand what is beyond their scope
of work. May show signs of wanting to
leave.

Consistently and proactively going
‘above and beyond’ to get things done
and helping co-workers to better the
overall performance of the team or
business. Has a positive influence on
others around them and shows signs of
their satisfaction and commitment to
staying in the business.

Is demonstrating and living the
business values and desired behaviours
and supporting others to do the same.
Shows the positive energy that
influences and impacts others. Has
clearly made known their intent to stay
with the business to progress in larger
roles.

Technical, functional or professional
skills are typical for current level and
does not proactively learn new skills or
open to feedback to develop self and
their effectiveness beyond their scope
of work.
Is only demonstrating a low level of
learning agility.

Proactively seeks out opportunities to
gain deeper or breadth of experience in
addition to current knowledge. Quickly
picks up new or innovative ways of
doing things effectively and actively
seeks, and is open to, feedback.
Is demonstrating a good level of learning
agility.

Exhibits ability to understand business
knowledge and multiple functional
disciplines gained from cross functional
experience.

Is demonstrating a high level of learning
agility.

Your Top 3 HiPos

Who are 3 HiPos in your business?
1.
2.
3.

Engagement

HiPo

Can you write a sentence explaining why they are HiPos?
1.
Aspiration

2.
3.

Ability

What is Learning Agility?
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The five elements that make Learning
Agility possible are shown in the diagram
to the right
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The ability and willingness to learn from
experience, and subsequently apply that
learning to perform successfully under
new or first-time conditions.*

Men

In the table of Potential,
demonstrating
Learning Agility is a
measure of Ability.

What is meant by these Elements?

People Agility
Open minded towards
others, enjoys diversity
and understands unique
strengths, interests, and
limitations and uses
these insights to
accomplish business
goals.

Self-Awareness

Mental Agility

Is self-reflective,
understands own
strengths and
weaknesses, actively
seeks feedback to
understand blind spots,
and uses this knowledge
to perform effectively.

Comfortable with
complexity, views
problems in unique ways,
is curious, and makes
fresh connections
between different
concepts.

Change Agility

Results Agility

Likes change,
continuously explores
new options and
solutions, and is
interested in leading
change initiatives.

Motivated by challenges
and can deliver results in
first-time and/or tough
situations through
resourcefulness and by
inspiring others.

What are the Dimensions of
each Element?

SelfAwareness

People Agility

Comfortable with
complexity, views
problems in unique
ways, is curious, and
makes fresh
connections between
different concepts.

Open minded towards
others, enjoys diversity
and understands
unique strengths,
interests, and
limitations and uses
these insights to
accomplish business
goals.

Self-Improver

Curious
Investigator

Emotional
Manager
Reflective
Thinker

Is self-reflective,
understands own
strengths and
weaknesses, actively
seeks feedback to
understand blind spots,
and uses this
knowledge to perform
effectively.

All 15
dimensions to
the right are
explained in
detail in the
Assessment
Tool covered
in the next
section.

Change Agility

Results Agility

Likes change,
continuously explores
new options and
solutions, and is
interested in leading
change initiatives.

Motivated by
challenges and can
deliver results in firsttime and/or tough
situations through
resourcefulness and by
inspiring others.

Viewpoint
Receptive

Visioning
Improvement

Driven and
Resourceful

Sense Maker

Mindful
Communicator

Experimenter

Against the Odds

Complexity
Coordinator

Helps Others
Succeed

Change
Facilitator

Inspires Others

Increasing external
influence

Mental Agility

Revisit your list of the 3
HiPos in your business? Do
you need to refine your list?

Now having seen the 15
dimensions of Learning Agility,
do you need to refine the
sentences explaining why they
are HiPos?

Your Top 3 HiPos

Who are 3 HiPos in your business?
1.
2.
3.

Engagement

HiPo

Can you write a sentence explaining why they are HiPos?
1.
Aspiration

2.
3.

Ability

High Performer
Recruited with strong focus on
experience and existing
skills for current job –
little/moderate learning agility

High Performers
vs High Potentials

High Potential
Recruited with strong focus on
aspiration, engagement and
high learning agility

Comparison of Learning Curves

Performance

Exceptional
Performance plateaus
(albeit at a high level).

Steady improvement
occurs through adaption
to environment.
Transitions quickly due to
previous experience and
current skills.
Transitions relatively quickly through
this phase due to previous experience
and current skills.

Performance continues to
increase due to a hunger for
challenges and improvement.

High Potential
Threshold for Equity/Succession Possibilities

High

High Performer
Fast improvement occurs
through experimentation and
learning of better ways.

Good
Fair
Low
Time

Speed of improvement accelerates
as knowledge and skills have now
been developed and confidence
grows.

Takes time to transition through this phase
as a lot of new knowledge needs acquiring
and new skills developed.

Why do
Businesses need
Change Agents?

“The only constant is change and
the rate of change is increasing.”
Peter Diamandis

Every business has a
unique business journey
- however, the
similarities are often
surprising.

Why do Businesses Need
Change Agents

$ Turnover

Typical Business Journey

Growth
Plateau

Growth
Start up

Need for:
• Product
refinement
• CRM platform
• Marketing
Refinement
• Team Building

Need for:
• Organisational
Restructure
• HR procedures
• Dashboard of KPIs
• Leadership Team
meetings

Does this diagram resonate
for you? Suffice to say, for
all business journeys –
there is the need for lots of
change.

Plateau

Need for:
• Process
Improvement
• New ERP
• Lean Principles
• Succession Planning

Need for:
• Integrated
Management System
• Product Innovation
• Automation
• Relocation of
premises

Time

Why do Businesses Need
Change Agents?

As shown on the previous diagram, a rewarding
business journey involves managing lots of
change successfully.
However, not everyone responds the same to the
challenges of change ...

“Change has a considerable psychological impact
on the human mind.
To the fearful it is threatening because it means
that things may get worse.
To the hopeful it is encouraging because things
may get better.
To the confident it is inspiring because the
challenge exists to make things better.”
King Whitney Jr.

Why do Businesses Need
Change Agents?

So, for a business to manage change as smoothly
and successfully as possible, there needs to be a
critical mass of staff within the busines that are
confident regarding change.

Recruiting HiPos will provide the mindset for being
adaptable and confident regarding change.

However, smart business operators develop
change agents within their business – those that
are equipped with the knowledge and skills to
manage the change process with finesse.

How do you
Develop
Change
Agents?
"The growth and development of people is the
highest calling of leadership."
Harvey S. Firestone

Manager Acceleration Program
Overview

01

02

03

Selection and Assessment

Training and Development

Coaching and Application

a. A High Potential is identified
and their level of enthusiasm,
for training and development, is
confirmed.

a. Selected Participants
undertake nine impactful
workshops.

a. Reflection Sessions are held
with the Sponsor following each
workshop.

b. Participants view pre and
post online material to further
supplement the workshop
learning.

b. A Business Improvement
Project is undertaken, and
coaching provided.

b. Engine Room meets with
Sponsor and HiPo to undertake
an assessment.

01

The HiPo is
assessed for their
learning agility
and suitability for
the MAP.

Selection and Assessment

The potential MAP
participant agrees
on a Key Focus
for Development.

01

A Path to Improvement
Plan is developed.

Selection and Assessment

This plan is reviewed at
the midpoint and end of
the program.

02

Training and Development

The Knowledge Learning Journey

01

02

03

Learning Management System
Pre-Workshop

Workshop

Learning Management System
Workshop

Engine Room Online Learning
(EROL) platform has articles and
videos to open the participant’s
mind and prime their thinking
for the workshop.

Carefully chosen topics and
thoughtfully designed
workshops that are integrated
to take the participants on a
powerful learning journey.

All workshop slides are placed
onto the EROL platform for
participants reflection. Further
articles and videos are provided
online for extending and
deepening the learning.

LMS

Learning
Management
System 2022
Learning and Growing
We have designed a NEW Learning
Management System – which features
gamification. So, participants will gain
points , badges and have a greater
learning experience.

02

Training and Development

The Engine Room
Learning Management
System greatly
increases the learning.

Knowledge

The Knowledge Learning Journey
Increased
learning
using LMS

“To teach is to learn”
Training
Others
With Reflection
Sessions

Opening the Mind

Aha’s

Without
Reflection

Pre-Workshop

Workshop

Post Workshop

Preparatory
learning online

Intensive learning
environment

Online Reflection learning
+ Session with Sponsor

Greater knowledge retention

Time

02

Training and Development

There are 9 impactful workshops –
carefully chosen and integrated
to take the participant on a
learning journey like no other.

A journey that provides the
knowledge and structured
coaching to apply the learning necessary to develop and shine
as a Change Agent.

02
01

Training and Development

Energy
+ Mindset

02

Communication
+ Working Together

03

First
three
topics

Exceptional
Customer Experience

communicating.

Positive energy strengthens connections, increases
productivity and generates openness to change.
Change agents monitor their own energy levels and
influence the energy of others in the team.
Mindset is our greatest asset, and a growth mindset is
key to influencing and driving change.
Change agents embrace a growth mindset and
influence others to embrace a growth mindset also.

As we spend approximately 80% of our waking hours
communicating, it has been said - “All life is a
conversation”. If you reflect on any issue that caused
stress or frustration in your business, or in life
generally, a major root cause would be a
miscommunication or the absence of the right
conversation at the right time. Communicating ideas
are critical to being an effective change agent.

Most people believe that they provide good customer
service. However, research indicates a gap in all
industries between what customers desire and what
they experience when dealing with a supplier. And
when we talk of customers, we don’t just mean
external customers. Looking after internal customers
is key to providing an exceptional customer experience
to the external customers.

02
04

Training and Development

Leadership
+ Driving Change

Leadership is action not position. So, everyone can be
a leader. Implementing change needs effective
leadership, and so change agents need to ponder:
1. What is leadership and what makes for a good
leader? 2. What is my primary leadership style and
what other leadership styles could I adopt to make me
a better leader? Leadership drives culture which
drives performance – change agents understand this.

05

Attracting and
Maintaining Clients

Everyone in a business has a level of responsibility for
attracting and maintaining clients – not just the sales
representatives. In profiling the ideal client, and
understanding the client journey, a business can more
effectively attract and maintain clients. The principles,
methodologies and tools for external clients can also
be utilised to attract and maintain great staff – internal
clients of the business.

Next
three
topics

06 Systems Development
& Process Improvement

Businesses grow ahead of their business systems,
which results in inconsistency in quality, time or cost.
Systems ‘slippage’ causes customer disappointment,
staff frustration, and loss of profits. So, systematising
the routine processes is key to providing a high level of
consistency. However, once systematised the business
needs to embrace process improvement to keep
impressing clients and stay ahead of competitors.

02
07

Final
three
topics

Training and Development

Meetings &
Financial Dashboards

For a business to maintain sustainable business growth
effective, timely decision making is required by the
leadership team. However, if the leadership team
meetings are not effective, then misinformed/nonoptimal decisions are sure to occur.
Running effective leadership team meetings requires
principles, techniques, tools, and appropriate key
performance indicators.

08

Driving High
Performing Teams

Trust is the foundation for teams to move from good to
great – but other key ingredients are also required.
Methodologies and tools are needed to keep the team
focused on achieving the desired results under
changing and challenging conditions.
Effective Change Agents can cultivate the building of
trust, and the introduction and maintenance of the
methodologies and tools to achieved great results?

09

Adapting to
the Future

The rate of change is increasing – futurists claim that
the world will experience more change in the next 15
years then in the past 150 years. Change Agents are
not daunted by this rate of change – as change
presents opportunity. So, a business with effective
change agents that can adapt faster and more
effectively than its competitors, can thrive in a period
of rapid change.

03

Coaching and Application

The Coaching and Application Journey

01

02

03

Coaching Sessions

Reflection Sessions

Business Improvement Project

The MAP includes seven
structured coaching sessions.
The sessions focus on specific
topics to support the participant
to apply the learning
successfully in their day-today
activities.

After each workshop
participants meet with their
Sponsor to reflect on the topic –
pre workshop, workshop and
post workshop material to
discuss their key learnings and
how they can be applied.

The participant in consultation
with the Sponsor selects a
Business Improvement Project
(BIP) that will enable the
participant to apply the Change
agent Skills and will benefit the
business greatly..

03

Coaching and Application
Seven Coaching Sessions

3
2
1

3 Sessions with the Sponsor
1. Start – complete the Assessment
and create the Pathway to
Improvement Plan.
2. Midpoint - review participant’s
progress with the Improvement
Plan and the BIP.
3. End - review the participant’s
progress in all aspects made
during the program.

01

4

3 Group Sessions following
Workshops (WS)
1. After WS 2 – session on Time
Management.
2. After WS 6 - session on Project
Management.
3. After WS 9 – session on
Delivering a Presentation.

02

1 Group (3-4) Zoom Session
Midway through the program –
group sessions with 3-4
participants with a focus on the
Business Improvement Project
(BIP).
Participants show colleagues and
coaches the progress made so far
on their BIP.

03

Coaching and Application
Nine Reflection Sessions

The Reflection Sessions ‘build the bridge’ between
the workshop learning and the workplace using
the Reflection Form.

02

The Participant benefits by deepening their
understanding – “To teach is to learn.”
Also, their confidence grows as they are provided
the privilege of ‘teaching upwards’.
The Sponsor benefits from hearing the key
takeaways from the topic and gets a deeper
insight into the participant’s learning agility.
The business benefits from the application of ideas
from the program to improvement initiatives.

03

Coaching and Application
Business Improvement Project

The Business Improvement Project (BIP) is a
critical element of the program – as it provides
experiential learning.
The Participant benefits from practising the
change management skills learned on the
program, by implementing a business
improvement.
The Sponsor benefits from coaching the
participant to implement an improvement
initiative and observe their learning agility.
The business benefits from an improvement to
the business that should deliver a financial
return that exceeds the cost of the program.

03

Coaching and Application

Learning Agility can be Practised … How?

01

SelfAwareness

Become more reflective:
Explore “what-ifs” and
alternative histories for
projects with which you’ve
been involved. Never pass
up an opportunity for
genuine feedback, asking:
“What are three or four
things I could have done
better?” Make sure the
question is open-ended
but specific so that you
can act on what you learn.

02

Mental
Agility

Trust your intuition:
Always look for a pattern.
For instance, think
through the similarities
between current and past
projects and the common
thread that ties various
aspects of your business
together. Cultivate calm
through mindfulness and
learn to listen before
immediately reacting in a
stressful situation.

03

People
Agility

Avoid getting defensive:
When a risky project fails,
don’t scramble to cover
your tracks or look
around to see who you
can blame. Accept that
you’re fallible and
acknowledge the misstep.
Capture the key learnings
and make a conscious
effort to take a different
path next time.

04

Change
Agility

Innovate: Repeatedly ask,
“What else? What are 10
different ways I could
approach this? What are
several radical things I
could try here?” You
might not actually execute
all the ideas you produce,
but you shouldn’t dismiss
anything out of hand.

05

Results
Agility

Take more risks: Look
for stretch assignments
where success isn’t a
given. These might
involve new roles, new
parts of the company, or
new geographies.
Learning and exploration,
rather than positive
business outcomes,
should be the main goal.

03

Coaching and Application
Presentations

Effective Change Agents need to be able to
communicate clearly and succinctly to a group of
people to convince them of the why, what, how and
when of a change initiative.

02

The final session of the Program involves participants
delivering a 5 min presentation covering:
1. Their 3 favourite topics on the program and why?
2. Their 3 biggest insights gained from the program.
3. An overview of their Business Improvement Project

The Sponsors, and other selected work colleagues
attend, and certificates are presented to participants
who have completed all aspects of the program.

Manager Acceleration Program
Summary

01

02

The Program has 3 key elements:

The Program is unique & special
because it:

1. Selection of HiPo and Assessment of
learning agility to develop a Plan.
2. Training and Development focusing
on nine topics using online material
and in-person workshops.
3. Coaching and Application using
reflection sessions, coaching sessions
and a Business Improvement Project.

1. Has been designed specifically to
develop Change Agents.
2. Integrates many learning techniques –
workshops, online, experiential project,
reflection and coaching sessions.
3. Is run by two experienced
facilitators/coaches/program
managers who are business operators
dedicated to innovation and
continuous improvement.

03
The Program develops many
skills:
1. Time Management
2. Networking
3. Learning Agility
4. Project Management
5. Communication
6. Reflection
7. Presenting
8. And more …

Want more information on the Manager
Acceleration
Program?

 Further details and enrolment Click Here
 0458 691 299
 michelle@engineroombi.com

